
 

 

Written Submission to the Select Standing Committee of Finance and Government Services 

September 2021 

Recommendations: 

1. UVic requests the Committee suggest that Government seek partnership opportunities drawing 

upon UVic’s commitments and expertise to advance truth, respect and reconciliation to create 

academic programming opportunities in Indigenous business, law, language, health, community 

development and leadership. In addition, we encourage the Government to look at mechanisms to 

ensure improved access and affordability measures for indigenous learners.  

 

2. UVic requests the Committee recommend allocating 500 of the committed 2,000 new tech relevant 

spaces to UVic to expand training opportunities on Vancouver Island that responds to and supports 

local industries that continue to grow and expand.  In addition, UVic actively seeks partnerships with 

existing and emerging environmental sectors to create solutions to achieve our shared climate and 

sustainability targets (low carbon consortium and investment in innovation network/hubs). This will 

also fuel an emerging and growing future economy. 

 

3. UVic requests the Committee recommend government support UVic, Providence Health Care and 

other key partners in the creation of a new Centre for Social Health and Well-being in downtown 

Victoria that will advance practical solutions, critical research and learning opportunities to address 

the most pressing community challenges, such as homelessness, addiction, aging and mental health. 

 

4. UVic requests the Committee suggest that Government seek opportunities with post-secondary 

education to expand and create new flexible micro-credentials and work-integrated learning 

opportunities to ensure an even and equitable economic recovery for all British Columbians. In 

addition, we encourage Government to invest in post secondary infrastructure that enables inter-

disciplinary learning and research (additional classroom and research space).  

 

Contact information: 

Jennifer Vornbrock, Executive Director, Community and Government Relations 

University of Victoria   E: jvornbrock@uvic.ca 
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Introduction: 

The University of Victoria (UVic) is thankful to the members of the Select Standing Committee on 

Finance and Government Services for the opportunity to share our vision to help inform the priorities 

for Budget 2022. British Columbia’s next budget will be crucial in shaping our province towards a post-

COVID future, and in addressing critical issues such as inequality, reconciliation, education, innovation 

and health. 

Post-secondary education and more specifically research universities like UVic are at the heart of how 

we can build a better tomorrow. Working together with community, business and government, we will 

provide the necessary skills, talent, innovation and solutions to power us forward by advancing our 

traditional industries into more sustainable operations while using knowledge to build a future facing 

new economy. Here in British Columbia, our post-secondary education sector is unmatched in Canada; it 

is a highly integrated system providing critical programs of education, advanced training and research. 

Every day, our institutions are collaborating to support student success, innovation and teaching, 

research, and connecting with communities. This provides our province a competitive advantage in 

advancing opportunities for all British Columbians. 

Looking ahead, there is more work to do as we tackle pressing issues, such as economic recovery, access 

to education, housing affordability and other pressing social challenges. In short, we must work together 

to transition our economy by continuing to put people first. Building on this moment, there is an 

opportunity to build a mission-based, innovation-driven economy that leaves no one behind. We need a 

strong and inclusive economic and social prosperity. UVic is ready to partner with the Government of 

British Columbia to bring real solutions to bear our most pressing challenges, the following submission 

outlines these important opportunities.  

Economic Plan: 

Over the course of the fall, we anticipate the Government of British Columbia’s new economic plan will 

outline a path for highly valued segments of our economy such as research, innovation, sustainability 

and inclusion. These areas of focus are at the core of UVic’s identity and mission and we are ready to 

work with government and other partners to help advance an equitable recovery that is rooted in 

innovation. We believe the recommendations contained within this document will align with 

government’s priorities and with the new economic agenda for the province.    

Reconciliation: 

Over the summer of 2021, we were faced with a stark reminder of the complacence that we have 

witnessed across our country. As Canada continues to struggle with progress towards truth, respect and 

reconciliation, It is our responsibility to work together to ensure that the 5,000+ children discovered in 

unmarked graves at the sites of former Residential Schools are not forgotten. We must use this moment 

to confront our nation’s dark history together. We must honour their memories by working together 

towards respect, truth and reconciliation. We must make this work central to our collective efforts.  

At UVic, truth and reconciliation are at the centre of our work every day. We are committed to our 

journey of decolonization in a meaningful ways for our indigenous communities and we will embrace 

the principles of the United Nations Declarations on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples in moving towards 

self-determination for British Columbia’s indigenous peoples. We are a recognized leader in working 
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with indigenous communities and governments to advance reconciliation across Canada, but we know 

we have an obligation to do more. We have committed to taking action to support accessibility and 

inclusion for indigenous students and to build on our strong history of Indigenous academic 

programming, research and partnering with communities. An example is CIRCLE, a UVic research centre 

dedicated to promoting and engaging in research with Indigenous Peoples to improve their well-being. 

In 2018, we launched the first Indigenous law program in the world, and we are pleased to share that in 

June 2022, we will see the world's first graduates with their Juris Doctor, and Juris Indigenarum Doctor. 

In 2023, we will open the new National Centre for Indigenous Laws with generous funding from the 

Government of British Columbia and others.  

We recognize that reconciliation is a key priority for the Government of British Columbia, which was the 

first jurisdiction in Canada to enshrine the United Nations Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous 

Peoples into law in 2019. While this is a pivotal moment in our province’s history that should be 

acknowledged, there is much work to do to ensure we realize the promise of that moment for future 

generations. There is more to be done in advancing strong policy solutions, and implementing the Truth 

and Reconciliation Commission’s Calls to Actions. Through this work, we can continue to advance 

reconciliation, and co-develop programming that will break down barriers, and increase access to 

education for Indigenous peoples across British Columbia thereby ensuring shared prosperity for all.  

Therefore, we request the Committee recommend that Government seek partnership opportunities that 

draws upon UVic’s commitment and expertise to create academic programming opportunities in 

indigenous business, law, language, health, community development and leadership. In addition, we 

encourage the Government to look at mechanisms to ensure improved access and affordability measures 

for indigenous learners.  

Climate and Sustainability Innovation: 

UVic is committed to working with the province to advance leadership in next-generation green building 

practices, smart cities and solutions in renewable energy such as hydrogen, and wave and tidal energy 

systems and energy storage. Working with our partners in industry, business and government, we will 

help chart feasible pathways for British Columbia’s transition to a low-carbon economy. It is essential 

that we work together to achieve our targets and find solutions to the very real challenges of the climate 

crisis. As part our commitment to finding new ways to get results, we were grateful to host Ministers 

Kang and Rankin in August 2021 to announce the expansion of our Engineering and Computer Science 

facilities. Once complete, these facilities will provide space necessary to support the growth of our 

programming, and provide hands on laboratory spaces for students and industry to test products in a 

real-world environment.  

UVic is attracting world-leading scholars and researchers to provide a dynamic environment to train 

future engineers and computer scientists who will drive innovation in clean and affordable energy, 

health care and well-being and sustainable infrastructure. We will graduate the next generation of 

leaders with a social conscience and global perspective that will help expand upon British Columbia’s 

economic leadership. In addition, help British Columbia support its resource-based industries such as 

forestry, energy extraction and mining while exploring and developing new economic opportunities. The 

increased capacity provided by UVic will bring direct benefit to the province and to our local Island 

technology industry by training highly-qualified talent to fill in-demand jobs and help sustain its rapid 

growth across our local region and the province.  

https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/circle/about/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/law/admissions/jidadmissions/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/iesvic/index.php
https://www.uvic.ca/ecs/
https://www.uvic.ca/ecs/
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Therefore, UVic requests the Committee recommend allocating 500 of the committed 2,000 new tech 

relevant spaces to our institution to further training opportunities on Vancouver Island which will support 

our local technology based and technology reliant industries that continue to grow and expand.  In 

addition, to support our efforts, UVic actively seeks out partnerships to create solutions to support our 

existing and emerging sectors together to achieve our shared climate and sustainability targets.  

Social Health and Well-Being  

Among the most challenging global issues health and wellbeing. This has been underscored over the 

course of the COVID-19 pandemic, where we have seen on a daily basis the importance of health and 

social determinants. Within our communities, we are faced with issues related to aging, homelessness, 

mental health and addictions, and poverty. For many, these issues are top of mind, not just in British 

Columbia, but across the globe. UVic works to address these issues with program expansion initiatives in 

nursing and nurse practitioner programs, health information science, public health and other areas of 

primary care and allied health professions. 

UVic has considerable strength in health research with over 200 faculty members working in various 

areas of health research and across health programs. UVic has partnerships with Providence Health Care 

and other post-secondary institutions to advance interdisciplinary research in social health and medicine 

focused on providing solutions to many of these challenges.  

Through these partnerships, we are enhancing our understanding and knowledge of the social factors 

that affect the health and wellbeing of communities. This work will help enhance understanding and 

education to improve health outcomes while reducing health inequities across the province and beyond. 

With our partners we are creating community based solutions to these issues which will provide 

education and foster innovation in prevention and treatment. We all know that we cannot have a strong 

and sustainable economy without a healthy population.  

Therefore, UVic requests that the Committee recommend government support UVic, Providence Health 

Care and other key partners in the creation of a new Centre for Social Health and Well-being in 

downtown Victoria that will advance practical solutions, critical research and learning opportunities to 

address the most pressing community challenges, such as homelessness, addiction, aging and mental 

health. 

Talent and Solutions: 

Over the course of the pandemic, we have seen first hand the effects on inequities in our society. Young 

people, women and racialized Canadians have been hit the hardest due to job losses, rising housing 

costs and lack of access to key services such as affordable, quality childcare. While we have seen positive 

results in our labour market with employment in British Columbia rising to above pre-pandemic levels, 

we are still faced with an uneven recovery across a number of sectors. We must take action today to 

ensure that we have the qualified personnel needed to power our economic recovery, and create 

resilience within our workforce to insulate us from future shocks. 

Over the next ten years, more than 75% of all jobs in British Columbia are expected to require some 

level of post-secondary education or training. Over the ten years of our province’s current labour 

outlook, we are expected to see nearly half as many young people entering the labour market as there 

will be jobs available. Therefore, it is vital that we take action today to ensure we can resettle these 

https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/aging/
https://www.uvic.ca/research/centres/cisur/
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workers affected by the pandemic, reskill those seeking new opportunities, and ensure our education 

and training programs as well as our solution focused research endeavors meet the needs of an ever-

changing job market to ensure an equitable recovery that powers economic growth for everyone.  

Here in British Columbia, we need to develop and mobilize talent that helps move our key sectors into 

the next generation through upskilling, advanced skill development, and micro-credentialing. With the 

right investments in infrastructure, teaching/learning and in research, we can help workers of all ages 

gain necessary skills for an ever changing world and re-deploy them in high demand industries. Through 

flexible classrooms, research spaces and new programming opportunities, we will be able to educate a 

larger portion of British Columbia’s population for the economy of the future. These programs will 

harness the transformative power of education and enable access for people to find new higher-paying 

opportunities where they can lead and flourish in their professional lives.  

Therefore, we request the Committee suggest that Government seek opportunities with post-secondary 

education to expand and create new flexible micro-credentials and work-integrated learning 

opportunities to ensure an even and equitable economic recovery for all British Columbians. In addition, 

we encourage Government to invest in post secondary infrastructure that enables inter-disciplinary 

learning and research.  

Conclusion: 

UVic believes the recommendations put forward will enable a strong and equitable recovery that leaves 

nobody behind, and enables success in every corner of British Columbia. As we move forward with our 

economic and social recovery from COVID-19, we must maintain the collaboration, creativity and 

compassion that guided us through the pandemic. UVic looks forward to working together with 

Government of British Columbia on Budget 2022 priorities. 


